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In this work we report on four different studies of fluid-crystal 
coexistence involving molecular dynamics simulations. The investigations 
described herein include wetting on structured walls, determination of the 
coexistence density of a fluid crystal system, prefree ring in a coexistence 
system, and spontaneous segregation of a highly ordered fluid into liquid 
and solid phases. Molecular dynamics were used in order to examine 
several systems which would be physically. The simulations using the hard 
sphere are accurate enough to permitted limited applicability. While the 
preliminary results demonstrate intuitive conclusions, many more 
simulations are required before complete characterization of these systems 
can actually been realized.
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Phase transitions are a major part of the world around us, and of 
ongoing interest within chemical engineering. The solid-liquid transition has 
been one of the leas studied due to the difficulty of examining the interface 
of the two dense phases. Studies of two coexisting phases naturally lead into 
the question the wetting state in the presence of a substrate. Cahn sparked 
a renewed interest in wetting state studies with his work f 1}. Considering, 
most of these transitions occur on an atomic level and are experimentally 
difficult to study, molecular dynamics appears the easiest way to collect 
preliminary data on the system.
Molecular Dynamics (MD) computer simulation has been a useful tool 
since Alder and Wainwright introduced it in the late 50's [2,3]. Simulations 
have allowed scientist and engineers to probe unique systems at conditions 
that would difficult or impossible to physically reproduce in laboratory.
The procedures and methods of MD simulation are discussed 
thoroughly in Allen and Tildeseley [4]. In the these simulations the 
computer solves the equations of motion for each particle in the system, as a 
function of the potential of the system. The hard sphere potential model is 
one of the simplest models of atomic interactions. It states that the pair 
interaction is infinite when the particles are separated by a distance less 
than o , the atomic diameter, or aero otherwise. By selecting the hard sphere
potential, the system can be solved exactly using classical mechanics. Thus 
assigning a configuration of particles both position and velocity, the 
thermodynamic state of the system has been defined. The equation of state 
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figure 1 -  Equation o f State for Hard Spheres
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Using MD with hard spheres, each particle is give** * unique position 
and velocity vector. For the hard sphere model no forces act on any particle 
except upon collision, therefore all panicles move in a straight line with 
constant velocity until such time as they come into contact with another 
particle. The collision time for each pair of panicles, i and j, is then 
calculated using equation (3):
At, ^  * <f*i ■ ~ *')
when fy m -  fj, Cij «  0, -  Cy, and 6y * fjy • tfy.
(3)
From all of these times the shonest one is telec'ed and particles are 
advanced for this amount o f time with there current velocities. Now the 
position for each particle is:
f y + 4 l  B  +  di X A t ( 4 )
This brings the colliding particles within a distance o  from each other. At 
this point, new velocity vectors are calculated for both colliding particles 
from equation (S) with both momentum and kinetic energy being conserved.
A f f e & i h i  (5)<rl
This equation implies that the expressions are all evaluated at the point of 
contact between the two particles. Now the process is repeated until the 
desired number of collisions have been completed.
The main disadvantage of the hard sphere potential model is the over 
simplification of the system. In our studies we have explored several 
liquid-solid wetting and coexistence phenomena using the hard sphere 
potential. The choice of hard sphere potential, although eliminating all 
interactions between particles, is still able to capture the essential physics of 
the problem, and is applicable primarily to noble element systems.
A Preliminary Study of Wetting on Structured Hard Walls 
When a multi-phase system is in the presence of a substrate one 
phase or the other may preferentially contact the surface. Complete wetting 
by one phase describes the state where that phase completely covers the 
substrate. Partial wetting is the state where both phases are simultaneously 
in contact with the substrate. The wetting state can be described by the 
contact angle, 6, where 6 is defined below as a function of the surface free 
energies [3]:
4
Yap cos(0) = Ya* - 7p*
5
(6)
where Yap *s the lurface free energy of the crystal and liquid, Ya* is the 
surface free energy of the wall and the crystal, and Yp* ' s the surface free
energy between the fluid and the wall.
The study conducted on the wetting of smooth walls by Courtemanche 
and van Swol (C&vS) |6] has laid the foundation for the current study. They 
demonstrated that a smooth hard wall is completely wet by crystal 
(cos(8)»i). We proceeded to survey various wall configurations in an effort 
to examine the speed of nucleation and attempt to force wetting by fluid 
(cos(6)*0). The unsystematic approach we have used has yielded some 
initial results, which will need more work to thoroughly develop. 
METHODOLOGY
The system used in the simulations contains 2100 hard sphere 
particles enclosed by two hard walls in the t direction and periodic 
boundary conditions (PBC) in both the x and y directions. The dimensions of 
the box were 5.53764c by 9.SS174C by 40.234752c, where o  is the diameter of 
an individual particle. The particles are in a canonical ensemble at liquid 
solid coexistence pressure. The configuration was constructed from a hard 
sphere crystal with the fee (111) plane aligned parallel to the walls of die 
box. A section of the crystal was then stretched by spreading the distance in 
between the crystal planes. This resulted in a lowering of density within the 
system and thus the decomposition of this region of the bulk crystal into 
bulk fluid. The densities referred to are defined by:
where N is the number of particles and V is the volume of the box . For 
hard spheres, crystal phase density, p*e , is equal to 1.0409 and p*f is 0.943.
The simulations were run on various wall configurations with the 
system described above. Those conditions surveyed included 50 particles in 
perfect bulk crystal arrangement on both walls, crystal on one wall and 
smooth surface on the other, 43 particles whose positions are randomly 
displaced in directions across the x-y plane, and a 43 particle configuration 
randomly displaced in ail directions. By observing the density profiles from 
each simulation we can identify the type of wetting occurring.
RESULTS
The first wall configuration to be examined was full crystal on both 
walls. To accommodate the structure on the wall the distance along the z 
axis was increased to 40.9847520, in order to avoid overlaps. The various
simulations showed marked acceleration in the crystal formation. In the 
smooth walled experiments previously done by C&vS nucleation occurred in 
4 x l0 7 collisions with complete crystallization on both walls in 7xl07 
collisions. The current system, however, nucleated on both walls in under 
3.5x10* collisions and became completely symmetric in 19x10* collisions,as 
shown in figure 2. This growth occurred approximately ten times faster 
than the smooth walled system.
Next, the right wall was replaced with a smooth hard wall at the same 
distance used for the structured wall simulation. Although the amount of 






figure 2 - Density Profiles 
Wetting on Cryst&l Structured Walls
8check that any melting that might occur in the structured wall simulation 
was due to the structure on the wall and not the increase in volume of the 
system. The volume increase by putting a smooth wall at a given position is 
greater than that of placing a structured wall at the same point. As shown 
by the graphs in figure 3, we initially lost all but one of the crystal layers, 
but in the end two more layers had recrystallized on the wall before 
equilibrium was reestablished. Thus the crystal would not completely melt 
due to the change in volume. Required for the introduction of structured 
walls would be necessary.
The second series of experiments tested ;;e ability of a crystal to wet 
various surfaces. Knowing that a smooth wall provided enough order to 
promote nucleation, we examined surfaces that would disorder the hard 
spheres in the wall region to see if wetting by fluid could be induced* The 
first wall tested had 7 particles removed from the SO required for a perfect 
crystal layer and the rest randomly distributed across the surface of the 
wall, while maintaining their original position in the z direction. The starting 
configuration figure 4, of the system was such that the wall was already wet 
by crystal. This configuration was obtained from an equilibrium system 
where both walls had a perfect crystal structure.
The number of layers on the disordered wall was monitored by use of 
the density profile. The density profile in figure 4 showed that the total 
number of layers on the right wall never dropped below five, and thus 
retaining crystal wetting on the right wall. When the configuration was 
rerun with fluid wetting the walls instead ot crystal, nucleation was not 
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Wetting on a Crystal Structured Wall i t  
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figure 5. However, it is not clear whether it is impossible for nucleation to 
occur against this wall or if more collisions are necessary to observe 
nucleation. The results are simply inconclusive due to the length of the 
simulation.
A system was also studied where the 43 particles on the right wall 
were also randomized with respect to the z direction. Although the system 
began with crystal wetting on the wall, the randomness of the structure 
forced wetting by fluid after only 4.5x10*, as shown in figure 6. The 
completely random configuration is essentially a snapshot of amorphous 
static fluid and thus can only allow the wetting by fluid that we observe. 
DISCUSSION
The results of the various wall configuration shows a few initial 
conclusions. First, the speed of crystallization is increases with the number 
nucleation sites available. The bulk crystal walls nucleated the fastest 
because they had large numbers of sites available, while the slowest walls 
were the smooth walls which has no sites on the surface.
Secondly, wetting by crystal is a minimum in the surface free energy 
of the system. This is demonstrated by crystal wetting the smooth walls and 
in one case the randomized walls. From our results it appears that order in 
the direction perpendicular to the interface is necessary condition for 
crystallization to occur, but more work is needed to confirm that hypothesis.
The results from the static fluid wall make intuitive sense as it was 
observed that the stabilization in the z direction provided by a smooth wall 
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simulations also indicated that stabilization in the z direction was the 
dominant factor in crystal wetting.
H
Peiermination of Liquid-Solid Coexistence Density for Hard
S pheres
By examining a plot of the equation of state for hard spheres as a 
function of density, there is a region of the curve where the derivative goes 
to zero. This is the excluded region joining the Mall equation for hard sphere 
solids |7] and Carnahan-Starling equation for hard sphere fluids |8], and is 
referred to as a tie bar. The original work on the location of the transition 
was done by Hoover and Ree (9,10). They located the melting transition for 
hard spheres by simulating a solid crystal at various densities. The 
determination of the transition density was done by using pressure 
measurements which were used to calculate communal entropy. We wish to 
confirm the observations seen previously, by incorporating the simulation of 
a two phase coexistence system in to the study.
MBIHQDOLCX5Y
The hard sphere particles were used in two different NVT systems 
with PBC, both of which were involved in the experimentation. One system 
was a single crystal of 750 particles which were set at the specified densities 
and run to obtain the resulting pressures. Pressures are calculated by the 
relative positions and velocities of the particles colliding, as shown below:
*  -  W >  -  5 1 . • *> ( 8 )
1 5
(9)
where fy is f, -  r ; , t?,,€%3 is iT, -  2tJ is 2, -  2*j (the difference in z location), 0 is the
Heaviside unit step function, p( is the transverse component of the pressure, 
pn is the normal component of the pressure, and v(t) is the number of 
collisions occurring in time t. These equations are described more 
thoroughly in van Swol and Henderson (11). The bulk crystal configuration 
was manufactured by the simulation program for each individual density.
The second system is a 2100 particle, two phase PBC system at 
coexistence. It was created from earlier work by C&vS, and is shown in 
figure 7. It is being run simultaneously with the single phase simulation to 
determine system pressure. When the one phase and two phase pressures 
are the same, within error limits, true coexistence has been achieved. We 
are searching for the density or densities for which this the case.
RESULTS
The first crystal density studied was 1.307 NotyV, which came from 
the PBC coexistence runs done in the wetting study. The pressure history, 
figure 8, for both phases was plotted after 3xl07 collisions to determine the 
mean pressure for both systems. The mean pressure of the one phase 
system, 11.374 P p o 3, was above the equivalent two phase pressure, 11.489 
Ppo3. This indicated that this density was too high for true coexistence, so a 
new density was chosen.
A crystal density of 1.0361 was then selected because it was 
calculated to produce a coexistence system at a normal pressure of 11.30 




















Pressure History for the Coexistance Density Determinations
p* = 1.0370
CotHskms ( x l O )
produces a mean two phase pressure that was still below the 11.50 flpo3.
The one phase system equilibrates at a normal pressure of 11.45 p p o 3 while 
the two phase mean is 11.39 p po3. as shown in the pressure history, figure 
9.
The last density studied was pc* * 1.0348. The resulting mean 
pressures, from figure 10, of 11.48 ppo3 for the one phase and 11.44 p p o 3 
for the two phase demonstrate, within error limits, agreement between the 
two systems. Therefore we believe this density is correct for true 
coexistence of this system.
DISCUSSION
From the three experiments performed (pc* « 1.037, 1.0361, &
1.0348) we have observed that the crystal density of coexistence is equal to 
1.0348. We observed the best correlation between the one and two phase 
pressures at this density. The fluctuations present in two phase pressure 
histories greatly limit the accuracy with which our two systems can be 
compared. Longer simulations would allow a better curve averaging and 
thus produce more consistent data. The study should also be expanded to 
include several more densities to insure thoroughness. It was observed that 
the normal pressure was generally less than the transverse pressures for 
the two phase simulations, while the one phase system demonstrated the 
opposite trend. This is possibly due to the non cubic shape of the box. 
Determination of Prefrcezinp Conditions
There exists a hysteresis loop in the curve of adsorption versus 
pressure (or, alternatively, chemical potential). This states that there is 
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figure 10
Pressure History for the Coexistance Density Determinations
p* = 1.0348
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depending upon whether that pressure has been approached from above or 
below.
In our study, we are looking for the point where only one crystal 
layer is left against the smooth hard wall after the rest have been melted 
off. This would be the lowest pressure exhibiting prefreezing. Prefreezing is 
a metastable condition which is difficult to isolate.
MimiODOLOGY
An NPT (isobaric/isothcrmal) ensemble was created by taking a 
configuration of 2100 hard spheres, between hard walls from the NVT 
wetting study with a density of pc* * 1.0409 at a pressure of 11.4 Ppo3 and 
allowing the walls to move under a constant external pressure. The system 
is able to maintain constant pressure by accelerating the wails into the 
system at a constant force. This force applies an equilibrating pressure on 
the system and adjusts the volume and density accordingly.
Various pressures were used to obtain the conditions described above. 
Hie range of pressures were 11.0 to 11.3 PpG3, in order to cover the 
complete range of the hysteresis curve of the crystal phase. The simulations 
were run until equilibrium was obtained or the crystal disintegrated into 
fluid, which ever came first.
RESULTS
The first simulations run were at 11.3 p p o 3. After 4x10* collisions the 
density profile, figure 11, shows at least three layers of crystal on each wall. 
This condition persists through IxlO7 collisions and up to 2xl07 collisions.
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NPT System at 11.3 ppos
The next pressure selected was chosen to cause complete melting of 
the crystal in order to determine a range for prefreezing conditions. We 
selected 11.0 Ppo3 for this purpose. The starting configuration of the system 
was the same as that chosen for the previous pressure. After 2.4xl07 
collisions, shown in figure 12, the system was observed to have melted. 
Equilibrium was then reached in 8X106 more collisions and simulation wis 
discontinued.
11.1 Ppo3 was selected as the next pressure. Again, we begin the 
simulation with the starting configuration from the NVT simulation. At this 
pressure the number o^  crystal layers on the right wall drops to one after 
l x l O7 collisions, but a second layer of crystal quickly reformed there 
indicating a pressure fluctuation caused the event. After !.8xl07 collisions 
the right wall completely melts while still retaining crystal wetting on the 
other wall, as shown in figure 13. Once the right wall became wet by fluid, 
the system equilibrated and remained unchanged after 20xl07 more 
collisions. The simulation was then discontinued.
The last pressure used was 11.2 Ppo3. This series of simulation was 
started from two different configurations. The first was the beginning NVT 
system used in the other runs. It ran for 1.8x107 collisions and maintained 
crystal wetting upon both walls, figure 14. The second system was taken 
from the this study at a pressure of 11.3 Ppo3 after 1.4xl07 collisions. 
However, this configuration completely melted after only 4xl06 collisions, 
figure IS. This demonstrates the large effect the starting configuration has 
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figure 13 * Density Profiles 
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figure 14 - Density Profiles 
























figure 15 * Density Profiles 
NPT System tt 11.2 Ppo3, from 11.3 Ppo3 NPT System
DISCUSSION
2 8
The results from this study have so far proved inconclusive. We have 
been unable to locate the exau range of prefreezing from the pressures 
selected. In addition, various fluctuations inherent in the system may 
disrupt the stability of the any prefreezing we witness, as demonstrated by 
the results generated from the 11.1 ppo3 trial. More trials near 11.1 ppo3 
are needed before the stability of the system can be determined.
These studies seem to be greatly affected by the starting 
configuration. This is understandable due to the instability of systems 
within the prefreezing region. Single layer melting and freezing events can 
cause fluctuations large enough to destroy coexistence.
Study of Spontaneous Segregation
The hard sphere equations of state demonstrate a range of densities 
for a single melting transition. In practice the system makes sharp 
transitions from liquid to solid, however hysteresis has been observed in 
both melting and freezing transitions, in this study We wish to put a system 
in an unfavorable state by placing it on the tie bar at a density in between 
the two coexistence densities. We have then tracked the progress of the 
system to watch the formation of two defined coexistence phases from the 
ordered fluid.
METHODOLOGY
We again used PBC conditions with a canonical ensemble to simulate 
bulk crystal. The crystal was stretched as in the wetting experiments, 
however the entire crystal was stretched as opposed to just a small region.
This effectively lowered the density from p # « 1.0348 to 0.99500, which is 
within coexistence values. The new density is constant throughout the 
system before the simulation begins.
During the simulation pressure and density profiles were recorded 
and examined for the segregation of this unstable density into to the two 
distinct phases of coexisting crystal and fluid.
RESULTS
The ordered fluid produced in the stretching of the bulk crystal, 
begins the simulation at a constant density pc* = 0.99500. Once the 
simulations started the system begins to experience density fluctuations 
which propagated through the system and began segregating the two 
phases. After 1.3xl07 collisions, the two distinct phases are noticeably 
apparent.
As the simulation continued to run the system reverted back to its 
original configuration. At 35x!07 collisions, the density profile is almost 
identical to the original profile. Currently the system is still under 
investigation but appears to be resegregating into the separate phases . All 
the density profiles from this study are shown in figure 16.
DISCUSSION
The second law of thermodynamics states a system will spontaneously 
move towards maximum entropy. The ordered fluid in our system should 
therefore try to increase entropy by increasing the randomness of the 
system. By segregating into a coexisting crystal and fluid system that 
system trades off the increases in entropy caused by the loss in order of the 
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Spontaneous Segregation Simulations
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Because this system begins in the excluded region this tradeoff results in a 
net increase of entropy.
The simulations reveal the driving force for the spontaneous change is 
smaller than predicted, allowing the observed metastablity of the stretched 
to fluid to exist. The fluctuation back and forth between one and two phases 
will eventually equilibrate at two, but the number of collisions necessary 
will be much larger than 4 x 1 0 ?  collisions already run. An exact number of 
collisions is very difficult to estimate. Further study will be required to 
confirm the above conclusions
Recommendations
There are several different directions these studies could go. The 
wetting and coexistence density investigations each need lengthier runs to 
confirm the conclusions already drawn. The prefreezing investigation 
should be expanded to examine the entire hysteresis loop about the melting 
transition. The stability of the region can be examined by changing the 
pressure subtly and watch the system adjust to the new conditions. We 
would also like to define the rest of loop by setting the pressure above 11.4 
Ppo3 attempt to compress the system to crystal. Finally the spontaneous 
segregation study should be done at several other densities within the 
excluded region for thoroughness.
New areas that are of interest as a result of these studies. An 
important follow up study is a comparison of box dimensions with the 
disparity between the normal and transverse components of the pressure.
31
3 2
In addition wc would like to investigate the effect of non isotropic crystal 
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